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An introduction to Australian cultural policy
July 2011
Constantly in flux, passing between portfolios and
ministers, and rarely featuring high on government
agendas, cultural policy in Australia has been a
constant battle against disorganisation and
disinterest. But all that could change if the current
government follows through on its commitment to
develop a national cultural policy. We may be at a
rare turning point in Australian cultural policy – a
point as critical as the birth of cultural policy in 1908,
the establishment of the Australia Council in 1975,
1
and the release of Creative Nation in 1994.

Australia became a nation in 1901 with the
federation of six British colonies into a single
‘Commonwealth of Australia’. Seven years later the
new nation launched into cultural policy by creating
the Commonwealth Literary Fund. But it was not
until 1975 that the real foundation of modern
Australian cultural policy was laid with the
establishment of the Australia Council for the Arts.
Government chose an ‘arm’s length’ British-style
model for the Council, rather than a ministry or
department of culture, over fears of political
interference in arts support.
The Australia Council brought a new energy to
Australian cultural policy. It also brought into sharp
focus the government’s jumbled approach to
cultural policy, with culture programs and policies
scattered across government departments and
agencies. In 1984 these scattered cultural interests
were consolidated into the Department of Arts,
Heritage and Environment. Despite minor
reshuffling, this departmental model remained in
place until 2011, when responsibility for culture was
split between the Department of Prime Minister and
Cabinet (arts and moveable heritage) and the
Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water,
Population and Communities (non-moveable
heritage).

1

Although strongly identified with a British ‘patron’
model, Australia’s national cultural policy system is
best described as ‘mixed’: it uses a mixture of arm’s
length peer-reviewed funding, funding by
departments and ministers, and state ownership.
But national federal government is not the only
player in Australian cultural policy. The country has
three tiers of government: federal; state and
territory; and local. Cultural policy at the state and
territory level tends to be coordinated by
government departments and ministries, which, as
figure 1 over the page shows, oversee the greatest
portion of the country’s cultural funding.
The different government tiers also spend on
different things. In 2008-09, more than half (53
percent) of federal cultural funding went to
broadcasting; most of this going to two statefunded, though not state-controlled, broadcasters
(the Australian Broadcasting Commission and
multicultural programmer the Special Broadcasting
Service). State and territory governments, on the
other hand, provided the majority (74 percent) of
funding to Australian heritage, and spent two and a
half times more on cultural infrastructure than
federal government.
Figure 2 shows funding by all three tiers of
Australian governments across key cultural domains.
In the interest of brevity, the rest of this article will
focus on federal cultural policy only.

Published in Culture360 Magazine, 5 July 2011
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1.
2.
3.

A national cultural and design strategy and
policy.
A dedicated ministry of culture (rather than an
arts division within a wider department).
A ‘whole of government’ approach to culture.

Rudd’s Minister for the Arts, ex-rocker Peter
Garrett, began working on a national cultural policy,
but progress was interrupted with a change of
Minister in 2010. The new Minister has pledged to
continue developing the policy, though no progress
is evident at the time of writing.
In the meantime, Australian cultural policymakers
are working on issues familiar to policymakers
everywhere: the impact of technology on culture;
how to encourage greater private philanthropy and
corporate sponsorship; how to promote sustainable
cultural organisations and artists’ careers; how to
encourage broader cultural engagement; the
linkages between the arts and the creative
industries; and the balance between ‘heritage arts’
and newer art forms. Given the country’s large
geographical size, regional infrastructure and access
are also high on the Australian cultural policy
agenda. Australian researchers are also at the
forefront of efforts to measure ‘intrinsic’ artistic
quality or ‘artistic vibrancy’.
Perhaps more telling, however, are the issues
absent from recent policy developments and debate.
Australian cultural policy has tended to shy away
from ‘big picture’ issues, such as cultural rights,
values and ethics, and has tended to avoid broader
notions of culture. Rather, cultural policies have
focused on the practical and palpable – on program
delivery, jobs, and on the arts and heritage
industries. This pragmatic and narrow focus has
resulted in two main problems. First, indigenous
Australian cultures do not hold as central a position
in Australian policy as might be expected in light of

Australian federal governments have tended to
adopt a reactive and piecemeal approach to cultural
policy. Typical of this approach are the years of the
coalition government of John Howard from 1997 to
2007. In these ‘Howard years’, cultural policy was
developed through a series of stand-alone reviews,
including reviews of support for major performing
arts companies and the visual arts sector. (Detailed
in Craik’s Re-visioning arts and cultural policy, 2007).
Although they brought increased funding, the
reviews were not part of a coordinated, transparent,
long-term cultural strategy – they were discrete,
stand-alone, or ‘piecemeal’.
Creative Nation is the obvious exception to this
piecemeal approach to cultural policymaking.
Launched in 1994 by the Labor government of Paul
Keating, Creative Nation was the first time an
Australian federal government had outlined a ‘grand
plan’ for culture. It brought unprecedented levels of
organisation and interest to Australian cultural
policy.
A change in government in 1996 cut short Creative
Nation’s vision, but the policy’s memory lingered. In
the early 2000s, with the reviews of the Howard
years in full swing, debate re-emerged about
whether Australia should again have a national
cultural policy. The debate gained traction at a 2005
forum that led to an essay Does Australia need a
cultural policy? by prominent cultural economist
David Throsby, and a book that arose from the
forum. A robust case was mounted that an explicit
cultural policy would bring coherence and
transparency to Australia’s cultural policies.
By 2008 the platform was set for strong consensus
at the 2020 summit, a grand planning meeting
convened by Kevin Rudd’s newly elected Labor
government. Participants in the Summit’s ‘creative
stream’ advocated three main things Australian
cultural policy needed:
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their intrinsic uniqueness to Australia. An
opportunity is thus missed for cultural policy to
guide other policy domains and promote
reconciliation (Madden 2008).
Second, cultural policy has not engaged well with
policy debates based on broader notions of culture.
For example, cultural policy was outmanoeuvred in
the ‘culture wars’ of the Howard years, when the
Prime Minister and his deputy went on an offensive
against multiculturalism and challenged immigrants
to assimilate to ‘Anglo-Saxon’ values. The move
struck a blow to decades of multicultural
policymaking and emboldened a tide of parochialism
that culminated in the Cronulla race riots of 2005.
The new government has set about rebuilding
multiculturalism, though, tellingly, not through its
core cultural policy agencies.
Also missing in Australian cultural policy is debate
over the erosion of the arm’s length principle.
Growing political interest in culture and the creative
industries has seen government influence creeping
into cultural policies. Between 2001 and 2009, for
example, arm’s length funding through the
Australian Council dropped from 26 to 18 percent of
federal funding to the visual, performing and
literature arts. In 2008-09, nearly two thirds (64
percent) of Australia Council funding was
administered by the Council on behalf of the
government – these are funds delivered by an arm’s
length agency, but not decided on at arm’s length.
The recent transfer of the arts portfolio to the
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet
represents another potential shortening of the arm.
Oddly, this fundamental shift in the philosophical
underpinnings of Australian cultural policy has
occurred largely without comment.
Part of the problem may be a poverty of inquiry in
Australian cultural policy. Although Australia has an
enviable amount of information and data on culture,
this evidence base is not being well utilised for
policy. For example, data showing phenomenal rises
in creative arts participation in the Australian
population has been largely ignored, despite the
implications that this ‘creative revolution’ has for
cultural policy. (In particular, the need for demandside cultural policies, explored in Policies for
boosting arts demand in this collection) The recent
disbanding of the Cultural Ministers Council, an
intergovernmental committee that was a key
producer of information on Australian cultural
policy, represents another setback to the cultural
policy research infrastructure.

So, in addition to the three consensus issues
identified at the 2020 Summit, I would add five
more:
4. Indigenous culture needs to be given a more
central place in Australian cultural policy.
5. Broader concepts of culture need to be
adopted in Australian cultural policy discourse.
6. A debate needs to take place on the
independence of government’s cultural
support (or, more specifically, on how to
ensure departments and arm’s length agencies
are doing what they do best).
7. There needs to be more analysis and
interpretation of existing data on Australian
culture.
8. More demand-side cultural policies are needed
to rebalance Australia’s predominantly supplyside policy mix.
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An introduction to New Zealand cultural policy
July 2011
In recent years New Zealand’s employment in
creative cultural occupations has grown faster than
total employment. This is in stark contrast with
Australia, where creative arts occupations have
taken a dramatic plunge. Could the difference simply
be due to a ‘lag’ in New Zealand data, or does it
signal something more substantial? Have New
Zealand’s cultural policies been more successful in
promoting cultural sector sustainability? Or has New
Zealand benefited from its special citizen-in1
residence, film-maker Peter Jackson?
Aotearoa, the ‘land of the long white cloud’ – is
becoming as common as New Zealand, the formal
name bestowed on it by Dutch explorer Abel
Tasman. It is now customary to sing the national
anthem in a mix of Māori and English. The Māori
language, Te Reo, is colonising officialdom, most
obviously in the bilingual names of government
departments. Public policies actively promote Te
Reo.
Biculturalism is also evident in New Zealand’s
cultural policies. The New Zealand framework for
cultural statistics includes a section – Taonga Tuku
Iho – dedicated to distinctly Māori culture. In 2009,
more than 17 percent of national government
cultural expenditure was earmarked specifically for
Māori culture. New Zealand’s multicultural policies
operate in addition to this fundamental bicultural
platform.
In 1840, when the Treaty was signed, New Zealand
cultural policy was in its infancy, regionally based
and centred on cultural heritage institutions and
libraries. As government grew, so did its cultural
interventions. (An excellent account of cultural
policy’s early years is in Ministry for Culture and
Heritage, 1998)
But it was not until the 1960s that the modern era
of New Zealand cultural policy began when, in 1963,
the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council, now Creative
New Zealand, was established. As with other British
colonies, the arts council was built on a strong arm’s
length ethos ‘to protect the arts from political
interference and to insulate governments from the ill

New Zealand remained untouched by humans until
around the 11th Century, when Polynesian travellers
chanced upon its remote and pristine islands.
Europeans began colonising as commercial settlers
in the early 1800s. But it was not until the signing of
the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840 that New Zealand
became a nation in a modern sense.
The Treaty was signed between the British Crown
and the Iwi, the tribes of New Zealand’s indigenous
people, the Māori. Surprisingly short for a national
founding document – the English version is just 550
words – the Treaty guarantees Māori particular
rights and protections under British law.
The Treaty was promptly stored away as
colonisation rolled relentlessly on. Symbolically,
when retrieved in 1908 the Treaty document was ‘in
damaged condition presumably rat eaten.’ It was not
until the 1970s that New Zealand governments
began to honour the spirit of the treaty proper,
impelled by land rights protests and a ‘Māori
renaissance.’ Today the Treaty is popularly seen as
the nation’s founding document, and serves as a
quasi-legal document against which tribal
compensation claims are considered.
The Treaty is also symbolic of a biculturalism that
pervades New Zealand society and government. The
contemporary northern Māori name for the land –
1

Published in Culture360 Magazine, 28 July 2011. The author
thanks the Ministry for Culture and Heritage for supplying data,
and Michael Volkerling for comments and suggestions. Mistakes
in methodology or interpretation are the author’s.
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will arising from unpopular funding decisions.’
(Ministry for Culture and Heritage 1998, page 3). The
arm’s length principle was later extended to film and
broadcasting policy, with the creation of the New
Zealand Film Commission in 1978, and the
Broadcasting Commission (now NZ On Air) in 1989.
In 1990, the 150th anniversary of the signing of the
Treaty of Waitangi spurred New Zealand’s
government to make two major cultural
commitments: the creation of a new national
museum, opened in 1998 as The Museum of New
Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa; and the establishing of
a stand-alone ministry for culture. (Until that time,
central government responsibility for culture had
been scattered across departments and ministries)
Initially limited in size and focus, the Ministry has
since grown substantially to include broadcasting
and sport. The Ministry undertakes a range of
advisory, leadership, administrative and delivery
functions. It leads the government’s Cultural
Diplomacy International Programme, one of a range
of exchange programs described on its website and
at Creative New Zealand’s website.
Government investment in culture has increased
substantially since the creation of the Ministry.
Figure 1 shows national government expenditure on
culture from 1991 to 2009. The top line is
expenditure on culture and heritage (expressed in
‘real’ 2009 dollars). The lower line, drawn to the
right-hand scale, shows culture as a percentage of
total government expenditure. The rise in this line
shows that cultural expenditure increased more than
total government expenditure over the period.
The ‘bump’ in expenditure from 1995 to 1996
represents capital funding to build the national
museum. But in 2000 a more enduring increase is
evident. This is the result of a ‘cultural recovery
package’ launched by Prime Minister Helen Clarke,
who was also Minister of Culture at the time.
Michael Volkerling (2010) describes and analyses
the watershed recovery package, arguing that the
package was just one of Clark’s cultural legacies;
others being her promotion of New Zealand’s
military heritage, her successful adaptation of the UK
‘creative industries’ policy framework, her extension
of intellectual property protection in response to
digital innovation, and her increased investment in
film.
The Clark government was interested in culture’s
impacts on employment, tourism and national
identity. Between 2004 and 2009 its policy mix saw
increases in expenditure on film, broadcasting, the

national library, Māori culture, and regional
museums.
There are two other key players in New Zealand
cultural policy besides national government: local
governments and the national lottery.
New Zealand’s regional governments and local
authorities support a range of cultural activities, but
are especially active in supporting public libraries,
museums, art galleries and cultural venues. Data on
the cultural expenditures of these governments is
difficult to obtain. In 2004, the most recent year for
which data exist, local governments spent just over
$NZ269 million on culture.
Although lotteries have long been used in New
Zealand to support culture, it was not until the 1960s
that lottery funding matured with a popular new
lottery format and arm’s length system for
distributing lottery proceeds. Funds available rose
substantially again in the 1980s with the
introduction of the current national ‘Lotto’ game.
Again, up-to-date cultural funding data are not
readily available, but data for previous years suggest
the Lottery Grants Board distributes around 40
percent of its grant funds to culture.
Figure 2 shows cultural expenditure by key funders
in 2004. National government made up nearly three
quarters of cultural expenditure, local governments
one quarter and the Lottery Grants Board three
percent. This should not be interpreted as Lottery
Grants Board funding being insignificant. In 2010,
Creative New Zealand’s Lottery Grants Board funding
was three times higher than national government
funding. In the same year the New Zealand Film
Commission received almost as much from Lottery
Grants Board as it did from government.
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Issues and directions
As with many other Western democracies, New
Zealand does not have an over-arching, ‘monolithic’
cultural policy. The Ministry for Culture and Heritage
currently builds its policies and strategies around
three key themes: create, preserve and engage. Its
cultural indicator suite, which it uses to aid ‘decision
making about the long-term development of the
cultural sector’, is structured around five goals:
engagement, cultural identity, diversity, social
cohesion, and economic development.
Every year the Ministry releases a ‘statement of
intent’, a rather dry, managerial rolling three-year
plan. In its latest statement, for 2011 to 2014, the
Minister underscores the need for cultural policy to
‘work with the sector to increase the value that
culture can bring to other domains, such as
education, the economy and social development.’
Other issues highlighted include supporting
Christchurch’s cultural sector following the city’s
recent earthquakes, strengthening partnerships
within the cultural sector, developing cultural
philanthropy, and ensuring the effectiveness and
efficiency of government cultural intervention.
The Ministry also recently undertook reviews of
two major arm’s length agencies.
A review of Creative New Zealand has led to a
consolidation of the agency’s ‘unwieldy’ multiple
decision-making boards. And in a review of the New
Zealand Film Commission the reviewers, one of
which is film-maker Peter Jackson, propose a ‘talent
partnership’ model to supersede the Commission’s
current ‘arts patronage’ model, which they see as
aloof and controlling. Under the proposed model,
the Commission would be more deeply involved with
film makers, working as a flexible, cooperative and
more equal partner.
Other recent policy initiatives include:

A review of policies to promote cultural
philanthropy.
A review of New Zealand’s Historic Places Act,
which will look into how the New Zealand
Historic Places Trust operates and New
Zealand’s archaeological consenting processes.
A review of the contribution of arts learning to
educational, social and economic outcomes.
Engage – Honoa, a guide for culture and
heritage providers on best practice visitor
experiences.
Cultural well-being, a website created by
national and local government agencies to
‘increase awareness and understanding of
‘cultural well-being’ as a purpose of local
government.’

For a small country New Zealand has a healthy
supply of cultural policy research resources, though
much of it is produced by government agencies. The
Ministry for Culture and Heritage has undertaken a
range of policy reviews and research projects.
Creative New Zealand has produced key research on
arts participation, arts work, and Māori and Pacific
Island cultural heritage. A well-developed cultural
statistics program and cultural indicator suite
monitor New Zealand culture. Data show that New
Zealand’s cultural industries make up around three
percent of the country’s economy. Industry value
added grew relatively strongly from 2005 to 2006,
but declined in 2007 and 2008.
Employment data reinforce the picture of strong
growth to 2006. Between 2001 and 2006, cultural
employment grew faster than total employment.
Growth was strong across a range of cultural sectors
– not just design, film and video, but also creative
arts, libraries and museums. The growth in creative
arts contrasts dramatically with Australia, where
creative arts employment declined between 2001
and 2006. New Zealand’s economy is closely linked
to Australia’s, and their cultural sectors have
historically displayed similar trends. Could the
difference simply be due to a ‘lag’ in New Zealand
data, or does it signal something more substantial?
A possible explanation for the difference is that
New Zealand’s cultural policies have been more
successful in promoting cultural sector sustainability.
Another explanation might be that New Zealand is
benefitting from its special citizen-in-residence, filmmaker Peter Jackson. Jackson’s film company has
produced a number of block-buster movies,
including the Lord of the Rings trilogy. It is not
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unrealistic that New Zealand’s economy could be
influenced by a single film company: the recent
purchase of a single aircraft, for example, had a
noticeable impact on the country’s trade deficit.
The impact of the Lord of the Rings on New Zealand
has been the subject of much debate and analysis.
The government has cited substantial overseas
revenues, and the ‘downstream’ benefits of national
brand and tourism to justify recent policy initiatives,
including a last-minute intervention into an
industrial dispute that threatened the production of
the film The Hobbit in New Zealand.
As a complex, multi-contractual business, it is not
fanciful to expect major film productions to have
substantial economic impacts on New Zealand’s
relatively small cultural sector. But it does pose a
peculiar succession planning problem for New
Zealand’s cultural policymakers: what to replace
those impacts with when Jackson’s run ends.

Volkerling, 1996, Deconstructing the DifferenceEngine: A Theory of Cultural Policy, International
Journal of Cultural Policy, vol. 2(2), 189-212.
Volkerling, 2001, From Cool Britannia to Hot Nation:
‘Creative industries’ policies in Europe, Canada and
New Zealand, International Journal of Cultural Policy,
vol 7(3), 437 – 455.
A Clever Little Country? Cultural change and identity
in New Zealand, Media International Australia, no
117, November 2005.
Moss, 2005, Biculturalism and cultural diversity,
International Journal of Cultural Policy, vol 11(2), 187
– 197.
Research resources
Ministry for Culture and Heritage: Research and
publications and cultural statistics
www.mch.govt.nz
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Australia’s creative revolution
July 2010
A dramatic rise in Australians’ creative engagement
has changed the landscape of Australian culture and
1
demands a new vision for cultural policies.
While wars on terror have raged and financial
systems have collapsed, a revolution has been taking
place in Australian culture. Between 2001 and 2007,
the number of Australian adults undertaking cultural
work rose by 1.2 million people. That’s some
increase: 52 percent, or nearly six times the growth
in the population.
Dig a little deeper and even more astonishing
trends emerge. Work in visual arts activities nearly
tripled from 0.5 million to over 1.4 million people.
Creating art works with a computer contributed to
this, as might be expected, but so too did more
traditional art forms. The number of people doing
drawing work rose by 348 percent, or 440,000
people. And if this seems implausibly large, it pales
in comparison to the monstrous 672 percent rise
seen in jewellery making.
Big increases such as these are usually reserved for
executive salaries or Sydney house prices.
The figures come from the Australian Bureau of
Statistics’ (ABS) Work in culture and leisure activities
collection, which gathers information on people
doing work in cultural activities, such as making art,
writing, organising performances and festivals, and
playing music. The figures quoted here are for
people involved at least once over a twelve month
period. Work is taken to include both paid and
unpaid tasks, but does not include hobbies. (Taking
family snapshots doesn’t count as cultural work) The
main growth over the period appears to have been
in unpaid work.
Trend numbers in the hundreds of percent tend to
make statisticians go in search of errors in
calculation or method. Implausible though some of
the increases may appear, the numbers do seem
reliable. A note accompanying the data explains the
pains taken by the ABS to weed out any problems in
method. And increases are not isolated to just a few
rogue activities. The collection shows across-the1

board increases: numbers of people involved in
cultural work grew faster than the population in over
two thirds of the 41 cultural activities covered by the
survey. Participation in cultural work broadly defined
went from around 15 percent to nearly 22 percent of
the adult population. That’s roughly equivalent to a
jump in audience share from the ABC to Channel Ten
(using Screen Australia ratings).
Participation rates in culture’s ‘creative core’ – arts
activities – grew the most, nearly doubling from 8
percent to 15 percent of the adult population, or
from one in twelve to one in seven people.
The evidence is undeniable. Over the first seven
years of the ‘noughties’, an increasing proportion of
Australians reported undertaking cultural work,
particularly creative arts work.
So what does it mean?
Interpretation
Increases in cultural work signal a rise in cultural
production – in economic terms, an increase in the
supply of culture. With increasing participation rates,
especially in unpaid work, the data also point to a
‘democratisation’ of culture: an expansion in the
range of people creating culture, making art and
contributing to the cultural landscape. As
participation grows, Australian culture is, it seems,
becoming less about a view from circle seats and
more about a dive into the mosh pit.
Some will welcome this as overdue. For struggling
artists, however, the numbers are not necessarily
good news.

Published in Artshub, 13 July 2010
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Supply increases may make it even harder for
artists to earn a living from their art. Under the
rudimentary laws of economics, if the supply of
something increases, its price is likely to drop –
unless, that is, there is a fundamental increase in
demand to compensate. Similarly, if the supply of
arts labour increases, its price – the wage rate – is
bound to drop. A greater number of artists means
increased competition for jobs, audiences and art
buyers, making it harder for each artist to earn a
living.
‘Over supply’ is already thought to be causing
2
relative poverty among artists. The fear is that
further production increases such as those seen in
the ABS data, if not coupled with greater demand for
the arts, will worsen the financial situation of artists.
This fear seems well-founded, with the census
showing signs of employment difficulties for
Australia’s professional artists. The census shows
artists’ relative incomes worsening between 2001
and 2006. The income gap between the median full
time income of artist occupations and other
3
professionals widened by $4,000 over the period.
Accordingly, employment in artist occupations
plunged 15 percent, a decline all the more dramatic
in that it comes after more than 15 years of above
average employment growth.
It might seem contradictory that one set of ABS
data shows a dramatic increase in artistic work,
while another shows a dramatic decline in artist
employment. But the census measures a very
specific group of artists – those who are able to earn
a living from their art. These ‘main job’ artists
represent a small and highly professional subset of
those creating art as paid or unpaid ‘work’. So,
rather than showing contradictory trends, the ABS
collections provide evidence for ‘oversupply’ in the
Australian arts sector – an expansion of creative
work has made it harder for professional artists to
earn a living.
With so many professional artists working
irregularly or holding main jobs outside the arts, the
census is a rather blunt instrument for measuring
professional artists’ employment. A full picture will
only become available with the release this year of
the latest in David Throsby’s series of artist surveys.

Until then, the warning is clear for aspiring artists:
don’t give up your day job just yet.
If artists might dread the prospect of further
financial hardship, others might welcome the
‘democratisation’ of culture implied by the ABS data.
Those who consider the arts elitist, controlled by
powerful self-serving ‘gate keepers’, will welcome
the numbers as a sign of a shift in culture’s power
base away from elites and toward a broader-based
constituency.
Policy implications
Policymakers should take note: such a fundamental
change in Australian culture has profound
implications for cultural policies. And, with arts
activities showing the largest rises in work
involvement, the policy agency at centre stage is the
government’s cash dispenser to the arts, the
Australia Council.
Critics who see the Australia Council as a prop for
the arts elite might cite the expansion of arts work as
evidence of waning Council relevance. Those more
sympathetic could counter that the increases in arts
work are evidence of the Council’s success, given
that most of its support feeds into the supply side of
the arts. Regardless of one’s sympathies, the data on
work and employment do seem to present a real
challenge to the Council: how long can it continue to
pump the supply-side of the arts when signs are that
the sector is already gorged with supply? And
especially when supply increases can impact so
negatively on its key constituency, professional
artists?
An obvious starting point is for the Council to
strengthen its ‘audience development’ initiatives to
increase arts demand and counterbalance the rise in
supply. In fashioning a strategy, the Council has the
benefit of exciting new ‘market intelligence’
gathered through its own cheekily titled research,
More than bums on seats: Australian participation in
the arts, a gloriously detailed snapshot of
Australians’ participation in the arts. Among its
mountain of information, the research holds clues on
which segments of the Australian public make the
best targets for audience development initiatives.
Once such segments are identified, the Council will
need to apply fresh thinking to its current audience
development programs, which, unusually, are
predominantly focussed on supply. Useful starting

2

See Menger, 2002, Are there too many artists?, and Abbing,
2002, Why are artists poor? The exceptional economy of the arts.
3

Much of the data in this article comes from Australia Council,
2010, Data on Artists’ Employment and Professional practice in
Australia, Senate Standing Committee on Environment,
Communications and the Arts.
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points can be found in demand-led programs
4
implemented elsewhere.
Beyond the Australia Council, the establishment of
an independent Foundation for the Artist could, if it
goes ahead in the form proposed, inadvertently add
to the woes of professional artists by stimulating
5
supply even further. The message in the ABS data is
clear. Any such organisation needs to look beyond
supply-side incentives and assistance: it needs also
to stimulate arts demand. Not doing so will work
against the organisation’s own mission, to help
artists.
Arts Minister Peter Garrett will no doubt be mulling
over all of this as he formulates his National Cultural
Policy. The last time Australia had something
resembling a proper cultural policy was in 1994 with
the Keating government’s Creative Nation. With ABS
data showing a creative revolution in Australian

culture, a contemporary cultural policy will need to
be quite different to the industry supply-focussed
Creative Nation. The current Arts Minister needs to
develop a more nuanced approach: one that finds a
better balance between supply and demand
initiatives; one that responds to the more
‘democratised’ cultural environment while also
tending to the delicate finances of professional
practice. Sadly, few pointers came out of the
Creative Stream of the 2020 Summit – perhaps
because, oddly, the ABS data were not part of the
statistical package presented to participants.
Fresh ideas and new thinking are required in
Australian cultural policy. A creative revolution has
changed the face of Australian culture – from the
circle seats to the mosh pit, the new cultural
landscape demands a reinterpretation of Australians’
creativity and a new vision for cultural policies.

4

Examples of demand-side initiatives are the Welsh Collectorplan
and the Own Art schemes of England and Scotland, Tasmania’s
Collect Art scheme, and the Culture Card in the Netherlands. See
Policies for boosting arts demand in this collection for more.
5

New models, new money: A foundation for the artist, Australian
Policy Online, 21 June 2010
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Policies for boosting arts demand
July 2011
Policies that encourage arts demand can return
balance to an oversupplied Australian arts sector and
1
fix many of the ills of Australian cultural policy.
These are interesting times for Australian culture.
Australian creative arts participation has boomed,
while at the same time professional artists’ relative
2
incomes have declined. A boom in labour supply
and a bust in incomes – these are classic symptoms
of a sector suffering from ‘oversupply’, or
‘hypercompetition’ as Ian Moss (2011) prefers to call
it.
Cultural policy, too, seems to be at an interesting
juncture. Some claim that Australian cultural policy is
stagnant, out of touch and ‘upside down’. The
Centre for Policy Development proposes reforming
the Australia Council. The New Models New Money
project calls for the establishment of an artists’
foundation. The reforms put forward by these
groups are variations on the kind of ‘supply-side’
support that has traditionally dominated Australian
cultural policy. The problem is, if supply-side policies
have got us where we are today – with stagnant and
upside down cultural policies – more of the same is
unlikely to make much difference. A more radical
overhaul is needed.
‘Demand-side’ policies are the obvious answer.
These can rebalance oversupply in the sector and
bring flexibility to cultural policy.
But what are ‘supply-side’ and ‘demand-side’
policies and how do they differ?
Supply-side policies support creators, producers
and distributors of culture – anyone along the arts
industry ‘value chain’. Demand-side policies support
those on the other side of the industry equation,
variously known as cultural consumers, audiences,
readers and attenders. The figure over the page
illustrates the difference.
Subsidy, or grant-making, is the most popular
supply-side tool governments use to support
1

Australian culture. But this is just one of a huge
range of supply-side interventions employed in
Australian cultural policy. All the prizes and awards,
touring programs, copyright laws, tax breaks for
producers and philanthropists, and local content
rules – all act on the supply-side. The major policy
reviews of the ‘Howard era’ acted to boost supply.
(These reviews are well described in Craik 2007)
Australia’s new resale royalty scheme is a supplyside policy.
Supply-side intervention is the bread and butter of
Australian cultural policy.
Demand-side policies are not so common. These
policies work on the other side of the cultural ledger
by enticing people to attend, view, consume or
participate in culture. Rather than act on artists and
arts organisations, they act on the general public or
specific groups such as young people, infrequent
consumers, or arts sceptics. Government support
still ends up benefitting artists and arts
organisations, but indirectly through audiences and
consumers.
It should be noted that, despite appearances, an
‘audience development’ program is not necessarily a
demand-side policy. Indeed, most of Australia’s arts
audience development initiatives are supply-side
interventions: their support goes to arts
organisations and arts groups. Despite their ultimate
aim to stimulate audiences, these are supply-side
policies because they act on groups on the supplyside of the arts ledger. To be demand-side, a policy
must influence consumers and audiences directly,
not indirectly through supply-side organisations and
groups.

Published in Culture360 Magazine, 12 July 2011

2

See Australia’s creative revolution and Modelling the economic
impacts of cultural policies in this collection.
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Examples of demand-side policies
Culture ‘vouchers’ are the archetypal
demand-side program. These work like
any gift voucher, except that the
voucher’s value comes from a funder
rather than a retailer. A voucher can be
redeemed for cultural goods and
services. When redeemed, the funder
foots the bill. Vouchers can be thought of
as a consumer subsidy rather than a
producer subsidy.
Probably the most well-known cultural
voucher scheme is the Dutch Culture
Card. Under the scheme, a €25 card is
given to schoolkids to redeem on cultural
activities, either independently or with a
school group. Students choose from
1,800 approved activities listed on an
interactive website. The Test Drive the Arts programs
run in South Australia and Queensland were
variations on this type of scheme.
Visual art loans schemes are another type of
demand-side policy. These try to stimulate visual arts
demand by providing interest-free loans for the
purchase of art works. The Tasmanian government’s
Collect Art Purchase Scheme is an example. Based on
similar programs in the UK, in its first seven months
the scheme provided loans for the purchase of 113
artworks.
Other demand-side schemes rely less on financial
incentives and more on leading people to the arts or
breaking down the barriers to arts participation. One
of the Australia Council’s rare demand-side
programs, Get Reading, encourages people to read
by offering recommendations, support materials and
taster chapters, on top of a small financial ‘buy one
get one free’ incentive.
There are obviously lots of other ways
governments can intervene on the demand-side, but
these examples give a flavour of what demand-side
policies are and hint at some of their advantages
over supply-side policies.
A key difference between the two types of policy is
that one supports the making of cultural products,
while the other supports cultural experiences. Under
supply-side schemes, which incentivise production, it
is possible that government support goes toward an
art work that is witnessed by few people – perhaps
even no-one besides the artist, like a proverbial tree
falling in a forest.
In contrast, by funding consumption rather than
production, demand-side initiatives ensure that

support goes to art works that are both produced
and experienced.
Another key difference between the policy types
lies in the breadth of their respective decision
making processes. Demand-side policies have a
wider ‘decision catchment’, and so tend to be more
democratic. Under supply-side policies, decisions are
taken by expert panels (grants), philanthropists
(some tax incentives), and bureaucrats and ministers
(direct funding). With demand-side schemes,
decisions about what receives public support are
made by the general public, albeit, in practice, from
a ‘pre-curated’ list of approved arts products.
The difference in who decides can lead to
profoundly different outcomes. Stretching the ‘tree
in a forest’ analogy, consider the impacts of two
different logging policies: one in which the
government subsidises loggers to fell trees; the
other in which citizens are given a voucher to pay
loggers to fell trees. Loggers are likely to select the
trees most easily felled, or the trees that will fetch
the highest market price; citizens are likely to select
trees they like the least, or may not want any trees
felled at all. Over time, the two schemes are likely to
produce two very different types of forest.
In the same way, the subsidised arts sector will look
very different depending on whether government
support is determined by the preferences of
producers, ‘elites’, or consumers.
Another advantage of demand-side policies is that
they can leverage substantial private expenditure.
Take the case of visual arts loans schemes. Rather
than pay for an artwork outright, these schemes
provide a financial incentive for the purchasing of
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artworks. The government pays the interest on the
loan; the purchaser pays the principal. Loan schemes
offer a carrot for households to dip into their own
pockets, and by doing so tap into a potentially large
pot of funds. The $282 million Australian households
spent on visual arts in 2003-04 is twenty-six times
Federal Government’s visual arts and crafts funding
in that year. Leveraging household expenditure is a
lucrative prospect for the arts.
Demand-side policies have one more major
advantage. Research suggests that arts consumption
is ‘addictive’, that arts experiences can lead to a
taste for more arts (see Zakaras and Lowell, 2008).
The effect seems especially strong in young people.
Exposure to the arts at an early age is strongly
correlated with adult arts participation. So, if
demand-side programs succeed in getting bums on
seats, they are likely to lead to repeat arts
consumption – a sort of ‘multiplier effect’ on arts
demand.
This boils down to a simple choice for arts funders:
under a supply-side policy, spend $10 subsidising a
potentially empty auditorium seat; or under a
demand-side policy, spend $10 on a full seat today,
and pay nothing for seats purchased in the future
out of a recidivist’s own pocket.
All this suggests that demand-side policies can
provide a much-needed rebalancing of Australia’s
cultural sector and Australian cultural policy: they
can directly mitigate the problems of sector
oversupply by stimulating demand for the arts; they
can bring extra funding to culture by tapping into a
pool of private expenditure substantially greater
than a highly-guarded pool of government funding;
and they can diminish the power of vested interests
within the cultural policy system by transferring
some decision making power to citizens. Under their
‘democratising’ effect, government support would

reflect a wider set of cultural preferences and could
move more freely with the times.
This is not to say that demand-side policies are in
every way superior – they can be administratively
complex and cumbersome, and are prone to underuse. (How many unused coupons are buried in
drawers, wallets and handbags across Australia?)
What is needed, then, is a better balance between
the two types of policies and a targeting of each
based on its relative strengths. Currently, the mix is
out of balance. Supply-side policies predominate,
and are stimulating greater production in a sector
already awash with supply. They may therefore be
worsening the situation of professional artists. The
few demand-side schemes currently operating in
Australia are limited in number and scope. Giving
these demand-side policies a boost and developing
new demand-side initiatives should be an urgent
priority for Australia’s cultural policy makers. And it
should be a key direction for any national cultural
policy.
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Modelling the economic impacts of
cultural policies
June 2011
If the Australian arts sector is grossly ‘oversupplied’,
one response is to stimulate demand through
demand-side policies. This article uses economic
models to show the reasoning behind this policy
prescription.
Recent data suggests that the Australian arts sector
is grossly ‘oversupplied’. In the first decade of the
st
21 century, Australian participation in creative arts
work increased dramatically – in some arts activities
it more than doubled or tripled! At the same time,
artists’ relative incomes have declined. The Census,
for example, shows that between 2001 and 2006 the
full time incomes of artists dropped by $4,000
relative to other professionals. The figure below puts
these two trends together to illustrate how dramatic
the inverse relationship has been between
involvement in creative arts practice and artists’
1
incomes.
These are classic signs of a sector straining under
the weight of labour supply: increases in labour
supply tend to reduce wage rates, which is likely to

be reflected in declining incomes. Australia’s cultural
policies predominantly work on stimulating supply,
and so are likely to have made matters worse.
Policies for boosting arts demand compares
demand-side and supply-side policies across a range
of dimensions. One of those is the economic
dimension, where I argue that demand-side policies
increase arts production and put ‘upward pressure’
on arts incomes. More policies to stimulate demand
could, it is argued, bring some much-needed balance
to the sector.
These conclusions come right out of the most basic
form of economic supply and demand modelling. If
art is assumed to have demand and supply curves
similar to any other goods or services, then the arts
sector, or arts industry, can be modelled like any
other market using standard supply and demand
curves and the technique of ‘static dynamics’. Below
I run through the model to explain how the policy
impacts in Policies for boosting arts demand were
derived.
Modelling the arts sector as a market
The most basic way economics models a sector is
by using supply and demand curves. These curves
provide a way of thinking about the sector as a
‘market’. Though limited and very basic, this
modelling technique is a useful starting point when
thinking about the impact of government policies.

1

To view the data, see Australia’s Creative revolution in this
collection and section 3.2.3, page 70, of the Australia Council’s
Compendium of data on artists’ work and employment in
Australia, 2009.
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The model is based on a Cartesian space, such as
that in the figure to the right, with price on the y axis
and quantity demanded and quantity supplied on
the x axis. Economics recognises that quantity
demanded and supplied will depend on a lot of
things, not just price, but price holds a special
fascination for economists. Modelling price can bring
a lot of insights into the analysis of a sector and the
likely impacts of policy intervention.
The basic model is shown in figure at the right. Key
aspects of the model are:
1. The demand curve
The demand curve shows the quantity of art
demanded at each price level. As with other goods,
the art demand curve slopes downward: fewer
people are willing to buy art at higher prices, more
people are willing to purchase art at lower prices.
The peculiar nature of some art means that there
may be caveats and exceptions to this rule, but on
the whole it’s a useful way to model the bulk of
exchangeable artistic and cultural experiences. If in
doubt, think about the market for theatre
performances and literature: when theatres use
different prices for different audience segments,
they are demonstrating that the performing arts
have a standard downward-sloping demand curve;
and the hullaballoo that often surrounds book
taxes and the parallel importing of books
demonstrates the same for literature.

concept, read no further. Bear in mind, though, that
there could still be benefit in suspending disbelief for
just a moment. As with all models, these are tools to
think about the real world. They are not supposed to
be perfect replicas of the real world: models that did
that would be impossibly complex and would miss
the point of modelling.
Below I run through the simple analysis of what
happens to the ‘arts market’ under two scenarios:
demand-side policy intervention; and supply-side
policy intervention.
Scenario 1: demand-side policy intervention
Demand-side policies act to encourage demand for
art. Culture vouchers, for example, allow consumers
to attend a performance or buy an art work for a
price at which they were not previously able to buy.
The effect of demand-side policies is, therefore, to
increase the amount of art demanded at each and
every price. This equates to a shifting of the demand
curve outward, as in the figure over the page. Note
that if supply remains stable:
 The art price increases (from p1 to p2)
 The quantity of art demanded and supplied
increases (from q1 to q2)
 Total revenue of the arts sector increases (an
expansion of the revenue rectangle).

2. The supply curve
Supply works in the opposite way to demand. The
higher the price of art, the more producers are
willing to produce and sell art. They are not so
willing at low prices. The supply curve slopes
upward.
3. Equilibrium
The two curves meet at the price at which quantity
demanded equals quantity supplied, at the holy
grail of economics – market equilibrium.
4. Total revenue
At equilibrium, there is q1 amount of art exchanged
at price p1. The total amount spent on art, or the
arts sector’s revenue, can be calculated as q1 x p1.
This is represented by the area in blue.

A demand-side policy leads to an expansion of the
sector, with both quantity demanded and quantity
supplied increasing, and total sector revenue going
up. If there is no change in the number of artists and
arts workers, there is more revenue to share across
creators and suppliers, so demand-side policies are
likely to place upward pressure on arts incomes.

The model is obviously a major simplification of the
‘real world’. Perhaps it requires too much of a leap
of faith for some. If you don’t buy this modelling
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of the Empirical Literature). The results of this highly
technical research are inconclusive, although the
majority of studies have found performing arts to be
price inelastic, which means that total revenue will
drop with a decrease in price. Inelastic arts demand
also seems to fit well with the expectations of
cultural economists.
A drop in total revenue following a drop in price,
which research and preconception suggest is likely,
means that there will be less money in the sector
with which to remunerate artists and arts workers. If
there is no change in the number of people in the
arts workforce, then, mathematically, average
incomes will drop: a decline in arts revenue will put
downward pressure on arts incomes. (It is important
to note that the number of arts workers and their
average incomes are not part of the supply and
demand curve models, and are not shown in the
graphs)
The data presented at the beginning of this article
suggest that expansion in the Australian arts sector,
as highlighted by increasing number of people
involved in arts work, has indeed led to declining
relative incomes.
The data are consistent with a supply-side
expansion causing downward pressure on artist
incomes. Although policies are unlikely to be wholly
responsible for declining incomes, the trend does
follow after a substantial expansion in Australian
government supply-side support through the
‘Howard years’ (see the next essay Measuring the
impacts of cultural policies), so supply-side policies
will certainly not have helped.
It is probably the greatest – and possibly least
understood – paradoxes of contemporary arts policy:
that the very policies used to support the arts also
place arts incomes under pressure.

Scenario 2: Supply-side policy intervention
Supply-side policies act to encourage art supply.
Grants, for example, allow producers to produce art
at prices at which they were not previously able to
produce. In other words, supply-side policies
increase the amount of art able to be supplied at
each and every price. This equates to a shifting of the
supply curve outward, as in the figure at right. Note
that if demand remains stable:
 The price of art drops (from p1 to p2)
 The quantity of art supplied and demanded
increase (from q1 to q2)
 Total revenue of the arts sector changes (from
the tall rectangle to the squat rectangle).
 As with the demand-side policy, the supplyside policy leads to an expansion of the sector
but an ambiguous impact on total sector
revenue.
Whether total revenue goes up or down depends
on the relative sizes of the revenue rectangles. It is
not always obvious which is bigger. In the diagrams
here the outcome depends on specifics such as how
the demand and supply curves are drawn, and how
far the shift in the supply curve is drawn. In
Economics, these are determined by things called
elasticities. Elasticities determine whether total
revenue will go up or down when the supply curve
moves, and how far the curve will move in response
to policy intervention. There has been quite a bit of
research done in cultural economics about the
elasticities associated with arts goods and services.
(See Bruce Seaman’s exhaustive 2005 review of
elasticities in the performing arts, Attendance and
Public Participation in the Performing Arts: A Review
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Two other aspects of arts work would facilitate the
ease of entry into artist professions: first, people
with an artistic ‘bent’ are thought to have a
profound preference for working in the arts – a
tendency formally recognised in David Throsby’s
‘work preference’ model of the artist labour market;
and second, the multiple job-holding and contingent
employment patterns of arts workers mean that
there is a ready pool of underemployed potential
entrants into the arts labour market, many of them
with high levels of experience and ability.
With such ease of entry and exit into and out of the
arts labour market, supply of arts labour will move
relatively quickly – ‘elasticly’ – with changes in arts
income levels.

Time and the perils of static dynamics
The method of comparing supply and demand
curves between two points in time, as used in the
models here, is known as ‘comparative statics’
analysis. This rather clumsy technique is necessary in
standard economic supply and demand curve
analysis because time is not included in the models.
But not including time in the models can lead to
some difficulties in interpretation. Long-term
impacts of policies are likely to differ substantially
from short-term impacts. It is not easy to decide
which is most important or how long the changes
modelled will last.
The analysis above has already struggled with
temporality: in predicting income effects, for
example, it was assumed that the number of artists
didn’t increase or decrease. But this is a rather strict
condition that is unlikely to equate to the real world,
where people can enter or leave the arts labour
market. If increased revenue leads to increased arts
incomes, more people will likely be attracted into
the arts labour market, and this could drive average
incomes down. In the long-run, higher average arts
incomes could be competed away by new entrants.
There are good reasons to believe that this effect is
very real in the arts labour market. Arts occupations
tend to have low barriers to entry. Anyone can, in
effect, call themselves an artist. Artistic success or
failure is measured more by talent or the quality of
art works than by the holding of a qualification or
professional memberships (unlike other professions,
such as law and medicine, in which formal
documentation is a prerequisite for practice – it is no
coincidence that these professions also tend to have
higher incomes).

Conclusion
Modelling policy impacts with demand and supply
curves suggests that supply-side policies will expand
the arts sector but lower the arts price. If arts
demand remains unchanged and the demand for art
is price inelastic, supply-side policies can put
downward pressure on arts incomes. Data shows
this occurring recently in Australia: when creative
arts practice expanded dramatically between 2001
and 2007, artists’ relative incomes declined.
Modelling suggests that Australia’s predominantly
supply-side cultural policies will have done little to
alleviate, and may have even accentuated, the
decline in artists’ relative incomes. It also suggests
that demand-side policies could alleviate some of
the downward pressure on artists’ incomes by
expanding arts sector revenue.
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Measuring the impacts of cultural policies
November 2011
Economic theory predicts that cultural policies will
have an expansionary impact on the cultural sector.
This article uses data from Australia and New
1
Zealand to show the theory in action.
Cultural policymakers are increasingly coveting
‘hard’ evidence, requiring cultural organisations to
report against performance indicators and asking
grant recipients to demonstrate their projects’
impacts. But is there a simple way to measure the
impact of a country’s cultural policies overall, at a
general, or ‘macro’, level? This article explores one
way of doing this using data from Australia and New
Zealand.
Economics predicts that cultural policies will
expand the cultural sector; that support for culture
will, in economic terms, increase the quantity of
cultural goods and services produced (see Modelling
the economic impacts of cultural policies in this
collection).
An expansionary effect such as this can be thought
of as a fundamental ‘economic impact’ of cultural
policies.
The expansionary impact is most obvious in the
case of direct provision, where governments provide
cultural experiences that would not normally be
supplied by the market – for example, a national
gallery with free entry. But most types of
intervention work to expand cultural activity. Grants
and subsidies directly fund the production of culture.
Just as farm subsidies boost the agricultural sector
by enticing farmers to keep working their land, so
cultural subsidies boost the cultural sector by
funding activities of creatives and cultural
organisations.
Indirect interventions – such as tax breaks,
philanthropic incentives, market development
initiatives, research, mentoring programs and
audience incentives – also provide an expansionary
stimulus to the sector by making cultural activities
less risky, more viable, or more sustainable.

1

So, whether or not it is their main aim, cultural
policies tend to expand the cultural sector. And
logically, the greater the government intervention,
the greater the expansion expected.
This expansionary economic impact can be
measured and tested. All we need is two statistical
indicators: one measuring the level of government
support for culture; the other measuring the size of
the cultural sector.
Figure 1 over the page shows two such indicators
for Australia for the period 1991 to 2006.
Government support for culture is measured by
government expenditure on culture. Sector size is
measured by employment in cultural occupations.
(More detail on these indicators is at the end of this
article)
The two measures follow broadly similar paths over
the period. Rising from 1991, and particularly steeply
between 1996 and 2001, the lines level off from
2001 to 2006. Their similarity is illustrated more
dramatically in figure 2, which superimposes the two
series on the same graph.
If such a close correlation seems too good to be
true, consider the data at its most basic level. There
are two distinct time periods, shown as shaded areas
on figure 2: the first, when both cultural expenditure
and cultural employment are lower; the second
when both cultural expenditure and cultural
employment are higher.

Published in Culture360 Magazine, 3 November 2011
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Figure 1

At this simple level of interpretation, the indicators
could be seen as moving in concert over the period.
A similar closeness between the indicators is
evident in New Zealand data, as shown in figure 3.
New Zealand’s government expenditure series is a
little more volatile than Australia’s. But again,
standing back and looking at the broader landscape,
the two New Zealand series also track in a strikingly
similar way across the period. (For the record,
between 1991 and 2006 real government cultural
expenditure rose from $46 to $127 per capita;
employment in cultural occupations from 2.2 to 2.7
percent of total employment)
There is another way to view the data that reveals
more clearly the close relationship between the two

series. In figure 4 over the page, cultural
employment is plotted against government cultural
expenditure for each country at each census year
(1991, 1996, 2001 and 2006). Lines are added to
provide a visual reference.
These figures show the strong correlation between
the two measures: lower values of government
expenditure are associated with lower levels of
cultural employment; higher values of government
expenditure with higher levels of cultural
employment. The strength of the relationship is
revealed by how close the data points are to the line.
(Data points a long way away from the line would
imply a weaker relationship)
By now it should be evident that the relationship

Figure 2

Figure 3
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Figure 4

between the two series is remarkably strong. The
numbers tell a clear story: For both countries,
increases in cultural expenditure have coincided with
expanding cultural sectors.
What does this mean? Taken at face value, it seems
that cultural policies in Australia and New Zealand
have lead to expansions in those countries’ cultural
sectors. In this sense, the policies might be hailed as
successes. Before drawing this conclusion, however,
it is worth considering three important limitations in
the data.
First, the data show correlation, not causation.
They show that higher levels of cultural expenditure
have been associated with higher levels of cultural
employment in the two countries, not that increases
in cultural expenditure have actually caused
increases in cultural employment. This is a common
data problem for policymakers, who are usually
unable to perform the sorts of double-blind clinical
trials used in medical research to measure cause and
effect. The best way to infer causality in policy is
through sound argument and robust theory.
Economics, as described earlier, provides good
reasons to argue that the increases in cultural
expenditure seen in Australia and New Zealand did
indeed play some part in expanding the countries’
cultural sectors.
Second, the data show quantities only. They say
nothing about quality, about whether one time
period is better than the other, or whether the
cultural expansion brought improved cultural
experiences. The data here only tell us that the

expansion occurred, not whether it was a good
thing, or whether the gains from expansion
outweighed any losses.
Third, although the relationship is strong for the
period under consideration, this does not mean that
it will hold in the future. The data cannot predict
that further increases in government cultural
expenditure will stimulate further expansions in the
cultural sector. New data for both countries will be
available from censuses undertaken this year. It will
be interesting to see if the relationship uncovered
here still holds for 2011.
Even with these caveats in mind, the data do reveal
a remarkably strong relationship between
government cultural expenditure and cultural
employment. In both Australia and New Zealand,
increases in government expenditure between 1991
and 2006 have gone hand-in-hand with increases in
cultural employment. With the support of economic
modelling, it is hard not to interpret the growth in
employment as driven, if only in part, by government
policy.
And, though the data are no proof that the
countries are culturally better off, they do point to
cultural policies as having at least a quantitative
impact. Rising cultural expenditures in Australia and
New Zealand have, at the very least, gained
‘traction’. By this measure, then, Australasia’s
cultural policies appear to have enjoyed a degree of
success.
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Note on the statistical indicators
1. Government expenditure on culture
Indicator: real government expenditure on culture
per capita
This annual data comes from government accounts
compiled by the Australian Bureau of Statistics in
Australia and the Ministry for Culture and Heritage in
New Zealand. Expenditure includes both recurrent
and capital and is expressed in per capita terms to
take account of population growth in each country.
The effects of inflation have been removed (each are
‘real’ series expressed in 2006 dollars). Australian
data include national and state government cultural
expenditures, but not local government. New
Zealand data include national government
expenditure but not local government or Lottery
Grants Board funding.

2. Cultural sector size
Indicator: employment in cultural occupations as a
percent of total employment
This data comes from each country’s Census. Data
are only available as five-yearly ‘snapshots’, seen on
the figures as the data points. Lines are added to
provide a rough visual reference only. Employment
in cultural occupations is expressed as a percentage
of total employment to take account of economic
growth and business cycles such as booms and
recessions.
I am grateful to the Ministry for Culture and Heritage
for providing unpublished data on government
cultural expenditure in New Zealand.
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In defence of the Australia Council
August 2010
A recent call for an overhaul of the Australia Council
misses the real culprit. If Australian cultural policy is
in disarray, it is not the Australia Council that is at
fault; it is the Department of the Environment,
1
Water, Heritage and the Arts.
In a recent think piece for the Centre for Policy
Development, bloggers Marcus Westbury and Ben
Eltham call for changes and improvements to
Australian cultural policy (Eltham and Westbury
2010). Their main recommendations are that the
government needs to formalise its cultural policy
making, take a holistic, or ‘whole of government’
approach to cultural policy, employ a more up-todate concept of culture, and employ a wider range of
policy ‘instruments’ to support culture (such as tax
incentives, new regulations, etc.).
The think piece is a competent crystallisation of
recent debates on Australian cultural policy. The
need for a formal and comprehensive cultural policy
has been bubbling under for some time, and will be
familiar to most in David Throsby’s Platform Paper
Does Australia need a cultural policy?, in Jennifer
Craik’s Re-visioning arts and cultural policy: Current
impasses and future directions, and the papers that
arose from the Byron Bay forum Making meaning,
making money: Directions for the arts and cultural
industries in the creative age (see references at the
end of this article). The need for a rationalised
‘whole of government’ approach was one of the few
interesting recommendations to come out of the
2020 Summit Creative Stream talkfest. The idea that
policy needs to maintain a contemporary concept of
culture stretches as far back as cultural policy itself:
in the modern era, at least as far back as 2001 with
the release of the Australia Council Saatchi and
Saatchi report Australians and the Arts. Calls for a
wider range of policy instruments, and tax incentives
in particular, has been a constant in Australian
cultural policy debate.
So there is strong consensus and sound historical
precedents for the ideas expounded by Westbury
1

and Eltham. Pretty much everyone agrees: the
disparate, tardy, and scattered policy system that
oversees culture is overdue for a healthy dose of
rationalisation and updating.
So far so good.
But, for reasons unfathomable, the authors use the
think piece as platform to launch an attack on the
Australia Council for the Arts: Westbury in an article
in The Age, Has the Australia Council had its day?;
Eltham on his blog site, Why we need to reform the
Australia Council, with the promise of more to come.
This doesn’t make sense. The Australia Council
simply cannot implement the changes called for by
Westbury and Eltham. Public policy 101 and
international research reveal why not.
The Australia Council is a member of a species of
organisation that goes by various names: an arm’s
length agency; a statutory authority; a
Commonwealth Authority under the Commonwealth
Authorities and Companies Act; and a quasigovernment body or ‘quango’, among others.
There are many such agencies undertaking
functions that are not dealt with well by government
departments and ministries. For masochists
interested in the machinery of government, a full list
and detailed description of Australia’s agencies can
be found in John Uhrig’s review (Department of
Finance and Administration 2005), which uncovered
160 such agencies operating in Australia.
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There are all sorts of reasons why these types of
agencies are established. Arts councils such as the
Australia Council are designed to reduce ministerial
influence over government support for the arts, to
put decisions into the hands of people who know
best, and to provide a ‘buffer’ for ministers on those
exciting occasions when public money supports art
that offends ministers or the public.
As a quango, the Australia Council is one step
removed from ‘core’ central government. The
Council is in the second tier circle of the diagram
below taken from Department of Finance and
Deregulation (2009). The Department of the
Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts is
culture’s representative in the dark core circle,
labeled ‘within the Commonwealth’.
A recent report from the International Federation
of Arts Councils and Culture Agencies (Madden
2009) reviews international thinking about what arts
councils can be reasonably expected to do on behalf
of governments. Forty percent of countries have a
system like Australia’s, with both an arm’s length
arts agency and a central government department
for arts or culture. The review reveals that the trick
in a two-tiered system is to ensure that the two
cultural agencies are properly coordinated, doing
what they do best and not duplicating efforts. The
report also provides a detailed list of what
academics and policy makers consider to be the
strengths and weaknesses of each agency type.
According to the research, departments and
ministries are better than arts councils at:
 championing the arts within government and
encouraging cross-portfolio collaboration – ie.





securing a ‘whole of government approach’ to
culture;
taking lead in government’s overall strategies
and objectives in the cultural sector – ie. in
developing cultural policy and revising
underlying concepts; and
bringing the full range of policy instruments to
cultural policy – ie. developing tax incentives
and regulations.

These are just three out of a long list, but are
chosen for their relevance to the current debate. The
review clearly supports what we might expect from
an elementary understanding of public policy
principles: arts councils are not the best agencies to
address the kind of policy problems outlined by
Westbury and Eltham.
If Australia needs a new strategic vision for cultural
policy, especially one that covers a wider notion of
culture, then the Department is the best agency to
take the lead. If a ‘whole of government’ approach
to culture is required, and a fuller range of policy
instruments needs to be employed, then the
Department, not the Australia Council, is best placed
to deliver. Such initiatives are better taken from
inside the dark core circle ‘within the
Commonwealth’.
By its very nature, the Australia Council simply
cannot fix the problems identified. As an
independent body outside the inner circle of
government, the Council is not on an equal footing
with ‘core’ government departments and ministries.
It would be near impossible for an arts council to
muster departments and ministries into a ‘whole of
government’ approach to cultural policy, and to
lobby for regulations and incentives over which it
has no authority. Similarly, it would have difficulty
developing a grand strategic revisioning of cultural
policy for government. Its portfolio domain is but a
subset of culture.
To add a little to the confusion, the Australia
Council has at times undertaken tasks outside its
direct brief and policy domain. It has regularly
undertaken research, provided policy advice, and
delivered projects over and above what might be
expected of it. In doing this, it has been filling a void
caused by an underperforming Department.
Although such altruism may have fuelled confusion
over the Council’s proper role, it does not mean the
Council should be harshly judged for roles it should
never have been required to do in the first place.
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Reading Westbury and Eltham in full, it is clear that
they do not expect the Australia Council to
undertake the reforms called for. Westbury argues
for a ‘planning department’ that is ‘within
government’. Unmistakably, his case relates to the
incumbent department, not to the Australia Council.
So why then launch an attack on the Council,
especially with a headline as blunt as ‘Has the
Australia Council had its day?’ This appears to be
simply choosing the easy target. There may be some
short-term social purchase in bullying the smallest
kid in the class – there’s nothing quite as therapeutic
for the arts sector as harassing the Australia Council
– but it is unfair, and does not serve the arts sector
well in its struggle for recognition within
government.
Taking aim at the wrong level of government is not
good advocacy. The sector needs a strong, coherent
voice if it is to get its concerns heard by perennially
disinterested governments. Well-targeted proposals
are critical in a policy area that, according to François
Matarasso and Charles Landry (1999), is ‘one of the
most complex areas of modern government’.
Targeting an agency that cannot deliver the
requisite changes does the cultural sector’s cause a
disservice.
Imagine instead if Westbury’s article had been
titled ‘Has the Department of the Environment,
Water, Heritage and the Arts had its day?’. The
answer would have been an unambiguous and
resounding ‘yes!’. If Australia’s cultural policies are a
shambles, then the real source of the problem is
central government, represented by the
bureaucratic behemoth that is the Department. By
international standards, the Department is not doing
all it should be doing, and is doing many things it
shouldn’t. This is hardly surprising for an agency in
which arts and heritage are subsumed by such
momentous portfolios as environment and water. In
this we may have some sympathy for Canberra’s
cultural bureaucrats, but it is no justification for
sparing them by attacking Sydney’s arts quangocrats.
We can criticise the Australia Council all we want –
it’s an easy enough target. But it’s unfair to attack it
for things beyond its control. Australia’s cultural
policy problems need to be fixed from within core
government, not from without by an arm’s length
agency like the Australia Council. Proper

engagement from within central government would
let the Australia Council get on with what it does
best, being an arts council. The Council’s relevance
could then be measured against things within its
power, not against things it cannot do.
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Crowdsourcing government arts funding
April 2011
Government arts funders could harness the
power of crowdfunding to get more bang for
their buck. 1
Crowdfunding is on the rise as a way of supporting
community projects. Made possible by web-based
technologies, it works like this: people who think
they have a good idea for a project post a proposal
on a dedicated website. Information is provided on
the project’s aims and objectives, how it will work,
and its budget. Anyone can pledge money to the
project via the website. Projects that raise enough
financial support proceed.
Crowdfunding is a democratic funding system that
relies on the ‘wisdom of crowds’. One dollar equals
one vote. Because a voter makes a financial
commitment, reckless voting and conflicts of interest
are kept in check. Additional checks are usually put
in place to guard against bogus operators looking to
run off with voters’ funds.
Probably the most well-known crowdfunding
scheme is the USA’s Kickstarter. The model has been
applied to the arts at United States Artists and at We
did this in the UK. And in Australia, ‘four energetic,
tech-savvy, eccentric team members’ in Sydney’
have launched Pozilbe, ‘Australia’s 1st crowdfunding
platform developed for creative individuals, groups
and organisations’.
Crowdfunding sites exist in a highly democratised,
technology-savvy space away from the tentacles of
government. They work in a way that most
government funding doesn’t. They lack the
centralised control of government funding programs.
They rely on modern technology. They are
democratic, open and transparent.
Crowdfunding seems anathema to bureaucracy,
and this might well be part of its appeal.
Yet, despite all these differences, crowdfunding has
similarities with at least one form of government
arts funding – peer review. Consider how an arts
council’s peer review process usually works. Artists
and arts organisations furnish the council with
1

applications for their projects, outlining project
details, aims and budget. Applications are assessed
by a panel of appointed ‘experts’. Panellists decide
which projects they believe have the most merit.
These projects receive government funding, within
the panel’s budget.
Leaving aside the immediate source of funds, the
similarities between crowdfunding and peer review
are clear. The biggest difference is in who decides
what projects get supported: in the government
system, expert panellists; in crowdfunding, any
interested party. Where crowdfunding uses the
‘wisdom of crowds’, government peer review uses
the ‘wisdom of experts’.
Viewed as a decision-making process,
crowdfunding is in essence highly democratised peer
review.
Given the similarities, what lessons does the
crowdfunding model have for government arts
funders? Could an arts council use crowdfunding to
complement or improve its arts support?
Consider a simple funding partnership between
government funders and crowdfunders: the arts
council pledges to ‘top up’ the last ten percent of
arts project budgets on a crowdfunding site. Projects
that raise 90 percent of their budget from private
sources will go ahead thanks to a final ten percent
funding fillip from the government.
What impacts would this simple partnership model
have? Crowdfunders, if they don’t mind government
involvement, should find the model attractive, as the
council’s ten percent commitment is bound to
increase the number of projects brokered through
their site. Government funders would benefit too.
Crowdfunding is more democratic, so a portion of
council funding would be ‘democratised’. This
doesn’t just bring greater equity to arts funding, it
also brings greater flexibility. With more people
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involved in decisions over funding, government
support can respond more readily to changes in
tastes and culture. Government should also find the
partnership’s 9:1 private/public funding ratio
attractive as a way of swinging the council’s funding
pendulum toward facilitation rather than patronage.
The greater the top up percentage applied, the
greater these benefits.
The main problem with such a simple partnership
model is lack of control. Government funders need
to avoid projects that might embarrass them or their
ministers. A model that applies a blanket top up to
crowdfunding projects does not provide such
assurances. Government funders also need to
maintain a tight rein over their budget. If arts
crowdfunding took off, the council’s financial
commitment could balloon out of control.
These problems are easily fixed. Consider an
enhancement to the model:
At each council panel review round, panellists
identify the ‘best of the rest’ – the best project, or
projects, that did not get support due to budget
constraints. These are selected to go into a secondround crowdfunding process.
The selected project applications are placed on a
crowdfunding site for review by a broader audience.
The site is operated by a crowdfunding partner, not
by the council itself.
The projects placed by the council are clearly
marked on the crowdfunding site so they are easily
identified. Information about what the panel liked
about each project is included along with project
details.
The council pledges an amount of top up funding –
say the last 10 percent of each project’s budget.
Under this model the council has greater control
over its budget commitment and the projects it
supports via crowdfunding. Yet it still gets the
benefits of more democratic and flexible funding.
Crowdfunders, too, still enjoy the greater impact
that government funding brings to their site. And
they get an additional benefit. Under the model,
projects are identified on the crowdfunding site as
being selected by the government’s panel, and the
panel’s views on the project are made explicit. This
adds invaluable information to the crowdfunding
process. The implicit ‘stamp of quality’ and the
panel’s review notes provide additional insights that
can help crowdfunding site users decide which
projects to support. Improved information should
improve the site’s outcomes and, by reducing
uncertainty in voting, may even encourage greater
engagement from private supporters.

There is one more significant benefit of this kind of
partnership model: it reduces ‘deadweight loss’ in
arts funding. It is well known that competitive grants
programs incur ‘deadweight losses’. These are costs
incurred that do not go toward producing anything.
Competitive grant programs are not cheap.
Applicants spend resources developing applications.
Funders dedicate resources to processing
applications. Panel members devote time to
reviewing applications. Successful applications
produce an outcome – the proposed project – so
resources devoted to the application are made
‘productive’. Unsuccessful applications do not
produce anything, so the resources devoted to them
are lost; they become ‘deadweight losses’.
In the arts, the cost of lodging an application can be
substantial relative to the size of a grant. Processing
and review are also resource-intensive. Each peer
review round employs multiple staff members and
can be expected to take 4 to 24 weeks out of an arts
2
council’s calendar. With more arts grant
applications typically unsuccessful than successful,
deadweight losses in arts funding are not
insignificant. The 2010 Australia Council annual
report shows that more than half (60 percent) of the
Council’s 4,700 grant applications were unsuccessful.
Estimating deadweight loss in arts funding (the next
essay in this collection), attempts to put a monetary
figure on these losses.
The model outlined above provides a chance to
reduce deadweight losses associated with an arts
council’s peer review grants system. If a project is
successful at the second round – the crowdfunding
round – it goes ahead and its deadweight losses are
recouped.
The government-crowdfunder partnership
described here is just one way to harness the power
of crowdfunding in government arts support.
Another interesting approach is the ‘guided
crowdsourcing’ model described in detail at
createquity.com. As with all funding systems, the
devil is in the detail. But even the cursory
exploration here shows that government arts
funders should give serious consideration to
crowdfunding. A well thought-out partnership could
reduce deadweight losses in arts funding, make
funding more democratic and flexible, and help both
government funders and crowdfunders get more
impact – more ‘bang for their buck’ – from their arts
support.

2
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Estimating deadweight loss in arts funding
March 2011
A rough estimate puts deadweight losses in Australian arts
funding at $3.6 million in 2009-10.
The previous essay in this collection, Crowdsourcing
government arts funding, argues that government
funders could use crowdfunding to reduce
deadweight losses associated with their arts funding.
This is a post script to explore how big those
deadweight losses might be. A rough estimate for
Australia puts deadweight losses in Federal arts
funding at $3.6 million in 2009-10.
First, a note on what deadweight losses are. As
outlined in Crowdsourcing government arts funding,
I define deadweight losses as ‘costs incurred that do
not go toward producing anything.’ In essence, the
costs associated with grant applications that do not
receive funding.
Pedants might complain that I use the term
‘deadweight loss’ too loosely. In economics, the term
usually describes losses caused by certain taxes in
which the benefits lost by consumers and producers
under the tax are not transferred to government:
they are benefits that are lost entirely, that
disappear into the ether, not transferred between
any parties. Hence they are ‘deadweight losses’ to
society.
I have adopted a more liberal definition of
deadweight losses, one that might be considered too
loose an interpretation for some. Perhaps I should
be employing some alternative phrase – wastage is
probably more accurate. But in my defence, even the
Encyclopedia of taxation and tax policy suggests that
‘much of the time spent in grant writing and
proposal evaluation is deadweight loss.’ (Cordes,
Ebel and Gravelle 2005; p. 219)
So in this spirit I will continue to use the term to
mean costs associated with the grantmaking system
that do not go toward producing anything – in
essence, the costs associated with unsuccessful
grant applications.
There are three major components to deadweight
losses defined in this way:
1. The cost to applicants of developing proposals
for unsuccessful grant applications

2.
3.

The cost to funders of administering and
processing unsuccessful applications
The cost to reviewers of considering
unsuccessful applications

How big is deadweight loss in Australian arts
funding? Is it big enough to try to do anything
about? A very rough ‘back of the envelope’ estimate
puts deadweight losses associated with the Australia
Council’s grants system at $3.6 million. The table
over the page summarises the calculations. A
discussion follows about how this estimate is derived
and what it means.
How is the estimate derived?
In 2009-10, the Australia Council received 4,700
grant applications, of which 1,873 were approved for
a total grant pool of $27.53 million. (Figures come
from the Council’s annual report).
This means that 2,827 grant applications did not
receive funding. The costs associated with these
unsuccessful applications – their deadweight loss – is
made up of three components: applicant costs; peer
reviewer costs; and funder costs.
1. Applicant costs
The calculations assume that an applicant takes
forty hours to prepare a grant application. At the
minimum wage of $15 per hour, this equates to $600
per grant, which translates to $1.7 million for all
unsuccessful grants.
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‘opportunity cost’ of a peer’s time. At an hourly rate
equivalent to the minimum wage and the
assumption that each application takes a peer the
equivalent of half an hour to review, each
application represents $7.50 in peer opportunity
cost.
Assessment panels consist of board members and
peers, and seem to vary from between six to ten
members. For numerical simplicity, it is assumed
here that each application is reviewed on average by
10 peers. This means that the ‘peer’ costs of
reviewing each application is $75, which adds up to
$212,000 for all unsuccessful grants in 2009-10.
To consider the sensitivity of this estimate, if the
opportunity cost of reviewers’ time was $25 (still low
considering peers’ likely skills and experience),
deadweight loss would be $353,400. If each grant
takes only 15 minutes to review, the deadweight loss
would be $106,000 at the minimum wage rate.
Total deadweight loss
When added together, these three components
come to $3.6 million dollars in deadweight losses in
2009-10. Using some of the high/low figures
described here, the total might be between $1.8 and
$7.2 million (a very large range admittedly, but
reflective of the rough guesses that have been
made).

How sensitive is this estimate? If an application
takes half as long, deadweight loss would be
$850,000. If it takes twice as long, deadweight loss
would be $3.4 million. At a more generous wage of
$25 per hour, deadweight loss would be $2.83
million.
2. Funder costs
This is extremely hard for anyone outside of the
Australia Council to estimate. I have simply assumed
that processing costs make up 10 percent of the
Council’s grants budget. By this very basic measure,
the funder spends just under $600 procesessing each
grant, for a total deadweight loss of $1.7 million.
A processing cost of $600 per grant is miniscule by
lawyers’ standards – the cost of a lawyer’s quick loo
break, or a sneeze while on the phone to a client. By
the standards of arts administration, however, a
marginal expense like this is nothing to sneeze at.
The estimate may well be on the high side. On the
other hand, processing takes not just staff-related
costs, but also a portion of fixed costs such as
computer, communications and other office
expenses.

What does it mean?
Is this deadweight loss significant? There is no rule
to determine whether or not this deadweight loss is
large or small. The $3.6 million estimate is, however,
equivalent to 13 percent of total grants given. (With
high/low estimates ranging from 7 to 26 percent of
total grants given)
While it is not possible to say whether this is
significant, it is certainly a loss that would be worth
reducing through the sort of partnership put forward
in Crowdsourcing arts funding, in which unsuccessful
applications for Australia Council funding go into a
second round crowdfunding process. If successful at
the second stage, the costs associated with these
applications would not be wasted, and deadweight
losses would be reduced. If one in four grants sent to
a second crowdfunding round were successful, this
would recoup just over $890,000 of deadweight
losses.
Savings in this region may not seem a lot from a
policy point of view, but it represents a good
supplement to the other benefits from government
funders employing crowdfunding. And remember,
part of this ($420,000 of it) is a recouping of

1

3. Peer reviewers’ costs
Peer reviewer costs are mainly ‘in kind’ rather than
financial. The calculation here is based on the
1

I use the term ‘peer’ to mean anyone who assesses grant
applications, which, in Australia Council parlance, means both
‘peers’ and art form board members present at assessment
meetings.
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expenses incurred by applicants – artists, arts groups
and arts organisations – that operate on shoestring
budgets. The $420,000 in recouped deadweight
losses to the arts sector is equivalent to the average
creative income of 25 artists (based on the Australia

Council’s latest artist survey, An economic study of
professional artists in Australia)
Any system that brings savings for this group in the
region of hundreds of thousands of dollars should
surely be welcome benefit, even if it is somewhat
hidden and so more difficult to gain credit for.
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A poverty of inquiry?
November 2010
Imagine if the number of Australians playing sport
doubled in five years. Would the Sports Minister go
out to the media crowing about the success of sports
policy? Most likely. What if research showed
participation in a football code – say, Aussie rules –
tripled over four years? Would the AFL shout this
from the rooftops, exalting a new wave of popularity
for Aussie rules? You bet. Why, then, when trends of
this magnitude occurred in the arts, hardly a word
1
was said?
Between 2001 and 2007 the number of Australian
adults undertaking creative work in the arts doubled,
according to Australian Bureau of Statistics’ (ABS)
Work in culture/leisure collection. Increases in some
art forms were extraordinary – visual arts rose a
colossal 181 percent. That’s almost a tripling in
creative participation in the visual arts over just a sixyear period.
Yet the Minister was silent. Policy bodies said
nothing. Reaction from peak arts bodies – what little
there was – was, to be generous, underwhelming.
Numbers like these come around once in a blue
moon, if ever. It would be rare for a politician or
industry representative to miss the chance to crow
about positive trends in the hundreds of percent.
Why would the arts miss such an opportunity?
I believe a key cause for the lost opportunity lies
with an imbalance in the system that produces
knowledge about culture and cultural policy in
Australia. Thanks to the cultural statistics programs
of the ABS and government agencies we now have a
mountain of cultural data, but we don’t have enough
exploration about what all that data means.
We have, in short, a wealth of data but a poverty of
inquiry.
The lack of interest shown to the astonishing trends
revealed in the ABS Work collection is symptomatic
of the imbalance. Other examples are not hard to
find. In August 2010 the Australia Council released
the fourth in David Throsby’s series of surveys on
Australian artists. And, as with each of the previous

surveys, attention focussed almost solely on artists’
relatively low incomes. This is an expensive way to
produce a headline that can be obtained from other
sources. And it misses other more interesting stories
in the data. For example, the survey suggests the
professional arts in Australia have come to the end
of a golden era: for the first time since the surveys
began, the population of Australia’s artists grew less
than the Australian population. This is a new
development in the data, unlike low relative
incomes, and deserves much more attention than it
received. Why has the number of professional artists
stalled? What does it mean? What, if anything,
should be done about it?
The Throsby surveys, which stretch back to the late
‘80s, contain a huge pool of detailed information
that remains largely untapped. So too the data held
by the ABS. The ABS’ regular statistical overviews of
Australian culture, though substantial, are the tip of
a very large data iceberg. How much interesting,
policy-relevant information is gathering dust in
databases, libraries and archives across Australia?
In an editorial for a special Australasian edition of
2
the journal Cultural Trends , I argue that the source
of the problem may lie in the ‘Australasian approach’
to cultural statistics, recognisable by a high degree of
government agency involvement in producing
statistical reports on culture. Government agencies
like the ABS are data producers, not data
2

1

Cultural statistics in Australasia, 2010, Editorial, Special
Australasian Edition Part 1, Cultural Trends, vol. 19(4), 2010.
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interpreters – they produce information for others
to interpret and imbue with meaning. The problem
is, interpretation is thin on the ground.
Interpretation by policy agencies is subject to
ministerial sensitivities and transparency issues, and
is limited to the agencies’ own specific strategic
priorities. Few academics and independent analysts
have the inclination or time to undertake ongoing
monitoring and interpretation of the masses of
cultural data produced. The use of data by industry
commentators is variable.
The Australasian approach to cultural statistics
favours the production of information, not the
development of wisdom.
This is a lost opportunity. Data produced by
agencies like the ABS is very high-quality. (The ABS’
2007 Work in culture/leisure survey was based on a
sample size of over 26,000 people, a scale that few
independent researchers can achieve) There are
well-known problems with collections like the
Census, but these have been mitigated through
special collections tailored to culture, such as the
ABS’ excellent Work series and the Australia
Council’s professional artist and participation
surveys. When used together, and used well, these
data collections provide a rich mine of information
for understanding cultural trends and their
implications for cultural policies. And they can be a
powerful advocacy tool too. The cultural sector may
be less than enamoured with data, but robust wellpresented statistics are a potent addition to an
advocate’s arsenal.
A key challenge for the cultural sector and
policymakers is, I believe, to encourage greater

analysis and interpretation of the cultural data
produced by government agencies in Australia and
New Zealand. If the problem lies in the cultural
policy research and information system itself, one
place to start looking for solutions is in systems used
overseas. These are well documented in the late
Mark Schuster’s Informing Cultural Policy: The
Research and Information Infrastructure. The
‘cultural observatory’ model is an obvious starting
point. Popular in Europe, an observatory is an
independent ‘think tank’ tasked with analysing and
interpreting cultural data. It is in a way a version of
the Cultural Ministers’ Council Statistics Working
Group (disbanded since this essay was written), but
operating at arm’s length from policy and funding
bodies. The observatory model may be prohibitively
expensive in an Australasian context, but could serve
as a benchmark for intermediate approaches. A
brokering model, such as the academic partnerships
brokered by the Research Division of the Australia
Council, is an intermediate step that might be more
suitable for Australia and New Zealand. Any change
to the current system would likely involve the
diversion of resources currently dedicated to
producing data reports, but if this done through
partnerships, it could result in a net increase in
resources as well as producing much-needed
interpretation and analysis.
Whatever is the best approach, one thing is for
sure: encouraging interpretation and analysis of the
substantial data on culture and cultural policy would
be invaluable, both for advocating culture and for
improving cultural policies. We need to turn a
poverty of inquiry into a wealth of understanding.
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Encouraging the academy
February 2011
Australasian cultural policies would benefit from
academics and researchers having more
opportunities to publish, share their ideas and
1
engage in cultural policy debate.
While writing an editorial for the second special
Australasian edition of the journal Cultural Trends
(volume 20, number 1, 2011), I had the chance to
review the history of cultural policy in Australia and
New Zealand. Looking back, I was struck by how
much academic writing, research and debate took
place in the ‘90s, when Australasia was enjoying
what has been called a cultural policy ‘moment’.
What did this ‘moment’ look like? Obviously,
Australia’s Keating government released Creative
Nation, its grand cultural policy vision. But the
‘moment’ also had a noticeably academic flavour.
Research was plentiful. Academic interest in cultural
policy was high. Cultural policy even had its own
academic journal, Culture and Policy, in which
leading academics published research and ideas,
discussed policy developments and engaged in
debate. The Australian Bureau of Statistics’ cultural
program had matured and was producing regular
data tailored to the cultural sector. And the second
of David Throsby’s world-leading artist surveys was
released, allowing for the first time detailed
comparisons of artist populations across two points
in time.
In New Zealand, cultural policy research was also
gathering momentum. In 1990 New Zealand
established a stand-alone ministry for culture, which
brought, for the first time, detailed data on the
country’s cultural sector. In 1999 Prime Minister
Helen Clark snatched up the culture portfolio,
elevating culture to the higher echelons of
government policy. Culture’s share of government
spending rose.
In 2002 the second International Conference on
Cultural Policy Research was held in New Zealand. By
then, benchmark studies on cultural participation
had been released on both sides of the Tasman.

Culture and Policy had, however, disappeared, and a
new Australian government was taking a piecemeal
rather than systematic approach to cultural policy.
Despite all the gains across the ‘90s, by 2002 the
‘moment’ seemed to have run out of steam.
In 2008, David Throsby wondered whether
Australia was entering a new cultural policy
2
‘moment’. All the signs were there. A run of
academic papers and essays had been released
through the mid-‘noughties’, most notably Throsby’s
own Does Australia need a cultural policy? and
Jennifer Craik’s Re-visioning arts and cultural policy.
Policy-related forums were held alongside the 2004,
2005 and 2006 Byron Bay Writers’ Festivals, the
second resulting in the collection of essays in Making
meaning, making money: Directions for the arts and
cultural industries in the creative age. On top of this,
culture had its own special stream at the 2020
Summit in 2008, albeit under the sexier moniker of
‘creativity’, and in 2009 Arts Minister Peter Garrett
appeared to be making good on Labor’s pre-election
commitment to develop a national cultural policy.
A change in government circumstances has
interrupted this momentum. However, thanks to all
the recent debate, the new arts minister has a clear
road map if he wants to reinvigorate cultural policy
reform. Strong consensus has developed in Australia
that:
1. The Federal Government should have an
explicit cultural policy

2
1

A new ‘moment’ for cultural policy?, in Oakley and Anderson,
eds., Making meaning, making money: Directions for the arts and
cultural industries in the creative age, 2008.
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A ‘whole of government’ approach should be
taken to culture
A Federal Ministry of Culture should be
created. (In the Australian policy context, this
would mean a standalone department with a
greater advisory and research role and less of a
service delivery role)

opportunities to present their work at home would
allow academics to engage more directly with
Australasian policy and would encourage new
researchers into the academy.
So how do we encourage the cultural policy
academy? Below are three ideas:
1. Improve domestic publishing opportunities
It’s no secret that publishing is the currency of
academia, so the best way to encourage the cultural
policy academy is to provide greater opportunities
for academics to publish in reputable peer-reviewed
journals.
The most obvious solution is to establish a new
journal devoted to arts and cultural policy – a journal
such as Culture and Policy. The journal’s success
would depend on its ability to attract regular
contributions from quality researchers. Signs are
that enough good research is being undertaken
across Australasia to do this. According to ArtsRippa,
more than sixty cultural policy-related research
projects were underway or planned in Australia in
2008. The response to the call for papers for the
Australasian edition of Cultural Trends also revealed
a pent-up demand for publication opportunities: so
many submissions were received that the edition
had to be published across two volumes (even
though the call for papers only went out via a limited
email shot). In 2010 a collection of papers on New
Zealand cultural policy filled up one edition of the
Journal of Arts Management Law and Society.
An Australasian journal dedicated solely to cultural
policy research may well be viable. But, if creating a
whole new cultural policy journal is too daring, risky
or expensive, another option is to work with existing
journals. The obvious starting points are Media
International Australia and the Asia Pacific Journal of
Arts and Cultural Management, both of which
include cultural policy within their editorial domains.
With an Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA)
2010 ranking of ‘A’, Media International Australia is
the pre-eminent Australasian journal in the field.
Cultural policy articles have however been thin on
the ground since the journal jettisoned Culture and
Policy. Ways of reinforcing the cultural policy aspect
of the journal’s editorial coverage are worth
exploring. The Asia Pacific Journal of Arts and
Cultural Management has an ERA 2010 ranking of C.
Ways could be explored to build on the journal’s
policy content.

These three reforms, the first two of which could
apply equally to New Zealand, are the most
fundamental of all those proposed in recent debates.
They are reforms that would determine the direction
of cultural policies overall; reforms that could
potentially override others that have been put
forward.
To these fundamental reform ideas I would add at
least one more: that academics should be provided
more opportunities to engage in cultural policy
research and debate.
We should, in short, encourage the ‘cultural policy
academy’.
What’s so good about academics? Academics can
be thought of as a ‘brains trust’ for the cultural
sector. As specialists, academics are able to keep up
with the intellectual developments that impact on
cultural policy. They can dig deeper than those
whose calendars are overrun with more immediate
worldly concerns – keeping up with the latest theory
and research is difficult for cultural managers,
decision makers and bureaucrats.
Academics have another comparative advantage:
their work is less tarnished by the possibility of
political bias (or at least it should be!). With the rise
of ‘evidence-based policymaking’, the perceived
objectivity of academics is a precious asset in
influencing policy and advocating the cultural
agenda to government.
Greater academic engagement is all the more
critical if, as Matarasso and Landry claim, cultural
policy is ‘one of the most complex areas of modern
3
government’.
Engaging the highly specialised intellectual skills of
academics is, I believe, as important as the three
fundamental policy reforms that emerged from
recent debate. The cultural sector would do well to
nuture its academic ‘brains trust’.
Though a rare species, Australasia’s cultural policy
academics are world class. Sadly, however, they so
often publish and ply their trade overseas, tailoring
their work to an international audience. More
3

Balancing act: 21 strategic dilemmas in cultural policy, policy
note 4, Council of Europe, 1999.
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Rankings of Australian and international cultural policy journals
Ranking
ERA*

Rentschler &
Shilbury**

Published in Australia
Media International Australia Incorporating Culture & Policy
Asia Pacific Journal of Arts and Cultural Management

A
C

A
B+

Published outside Australia
The International Journal of Cultural Policy
Journal of Cultural Economics
Cultural Trends
Journal of Arts Management, Law, and Society
International Journal of Arts Management

A
B
B
C
C

A
A
Not ranked
A
A

* ERA = Excellence in Research for Australia arc.gov.au/era/default.htm
** Academic assessment of arts management journals: a multidimensional rating survey, International Journal of Arts Management Vol. 10(3); 60-71, 2010.

The table above shows two rankings for cultural
policy-related journals: one the ERA ranking; the
other a ranking developed by academics Rentschler
and Shilbury.

cultural policy research (a range of network benefits
are suggested in International networks and arts
policy research, International Journal of Cultural
Policy, vol. 11, 2005). Done properly, an Australasian
cultural policy research network could improve
communication and connection within the research
community and act as a useful open archive of
intelligence on Australasian cultural policy.
The success of a network would rely heavily on
attracting and engaging members, and especially
‘star’ academics. Academics tend not to be great
online networkers, so any network would probably
work best as an addition to a journal or a conference
rather than as a standalone entity. Interestingly, this
also works in the reverse: Rentschler and Shilbury
find that a journal’s ranking benefits from a
connection to an ‘academic/professional
association’. A network would benefit from
association with a journal, and a journal would
benefit from the backing of a network.
These are just three ideas to encourage cultural
policy academy. In each, costs can be kept to a
minimum by utilising existing resources. With the
right sequencing, foresight and cooperation, any of
these proposals is viable.
The importance of cultural policy academics – and
the wider cultural policy research community –
should not be underestimated by the cultural sector.
A more active academy can provide the intellectual
muscle with which the sector can improve its
advocacy and its engagement in the debate over
cultural policy reform. This debate will be all the
more important if the new Minister for the Arts
intends to continue the cultural policy momentum
that was building before the 2010 election.

2. Establish a conference on cultural policy
A conference dedicated to cultural policy could
stimulate academic work in the field. Conference
presentations are an established step toward
publishing, and conferences allow academics to
network and forge partnerships with peers, nonacademic researchers, policy makers and cultural
sector decision makers. Because presentations
require less rigour than peer reviewed articles, a
conference would also encourage early career
researchers.
A whole new conference need not be created –
existing conferences could be approached for their
interest in appending a policy module to their
program, as happened at the Byron Bay Writers’
Festivals mentioned earlier.
The value of conferences is rarely obvious or
immediate, but they work well in oiling the wheels of
research. Better connections within the cultural
policy research community would bring advances in
research and theory that would be revealed down
the track in better cultural policies.
3. Initiate a cultural policy research network
Thanks to technology, networks are easy to set up.
But that doesn’t make them any easier to maintain.
Networks need energy and resources to succeed,
and no network should be created unless it meets a
real need.
If a need is identified, and if enough resources are
dedicated to its coordination, a network could have
powerful direct and indirect benefits for Australasian
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